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Furniture Anchor
Overview
A simple and secure anchor point compatible with the
20mm decking ranges from MyDek. The furniture anchor from MyDek is designed
to work with the full range of aluminium decking boards. Made from recyclable
aluminium, the anchor provides an elegant and simple solution to the age-old
challenge of furniture being dislodged by high winds at height. Tough enough to
withstand wind loadings yet neat and unobtrusive, this clip is simple to fit and can
easily be repositioned. With its twist lock and cam-clamp action, its never been easier
to secure your furniture, and it folds down flat when not in use.

FEATURES:
■■ Strong

■■ Simple to fit

■■ Lightweight

■■ Easily repositionable

■■ Works with Innova, Vista & Delta

■■ Folds flat when not in use.

DIMENSIONS:
Loop

50mm dia

Aperature

16mm

To suit board depth

20mm

Weight

67g

MATERIAL:
Base and Loop

Aluminium grade 1050

Finish Base and Loop

Powder coated in RAL7016

PRODUCT CODES:
AFA03

Aluminium Furniture Anchor 50mm
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STRENGTH:
Maximum permissable loading 75kg

APPLICATIONS:
For use on balconies to restrain furniture and other lightweight items.

INSTALLATION:
Install with twist-to-lock fitment between boards. Works with Innova, Vista and Delta20
decking systems. Simple to fit and remove.

ACCESSORIES:
For full range of accessories visit www.mydek.com

MANUFACTURER:
MyDek Limited
Fairbourne Drive
Milton Keynes
MK10 9RG

E: sales@mydek.com
T: +44 (0)3300 94 94 11
www.mydek.com

Summary
Safe.
All aluminium used to create MyDek is compliant with current industry and manufacturing
standards. The products are fully tested for durability, deflection and slip resistance. All MyDek
products are certified to the relevant fire standards.

Smart.
Under normal usage, MyDek is easy to maintain - simply wash the deck surface as needed
without abrasive chemicals. MyDek is one of the lowest-maintenance systems available.
The unique ClipRail™ and SupportRail™ systems make MyDek installation fast and simple.

Sustainable.
The 60-year service life and ability to be recycled make MyDek a sustainable building feature.
The longer life cycle reduces the energy required to produce replacements.
Aluminium wastage created through any of the manufacturing process is fully recyclable and
is used to created other aluminium products.
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